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Subject: Submission of Project lmplementation Completion Report (lCR)

Sir,

We are forwarding herewith the lmplementation Completion Reports for the following projects;

FIC # 2989, M80141Y14 "Reviving Degraded Rangelands in the Northern Frontier through SLM

technologies involving Yak Herding Communities" implemented by DoL

FIC # 4005, MB0146Y15 "sustainable Management of Resources inside JDNP

through participations of communities and other Key stakeholders" implemented by JDNP

3. ,aC* 4007, MB0150Y15 "lntegrated Community based Eco-Tourism Program
V in Khoma Gewog, Bumdelling Wildlife Sanctuary, T/Yangtse" implemented by BWS

The projects are completed on 30 June 2017.

Thanking you for funding the projects.
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Program Co-ordinator
Development Cooperation f)ivision (DCD)

Copy to:
L. The Dy. Chief Forestry Officer, NCD, DoPFS, MoAF, Thimphu (This is with reference to your

letter no. NCD/PCU/HANAS-C/20L717594 dated 18 August 2017

2. Office copy
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Date: I8/&12017

The Chief Prsgraln Coodniator
Developmel* Cooperation Divisioa
6ross Ndionel Happines Cornmission
Thirnphu

S*bjee* Submi*sior cf Implemeutation Completion Roport for H.A.NAS rubgroiec'ts

Sir,

please find attached herewith the implementation completion repofi,s flor HANAS sub-projects being

inapleme*todby Buradeling Wildlife Sanctuary and iigmcDo$i !-tationrt Fark under Dept. otFaress and

fa* Sprviccs*rA National Cents for Animal Nutition, Dept. oflivestock.

3r/Wnat50Y15- tntegrated Camnuaity*bs$ed Eeotourism in Khoma Goog

J. ]vrgot+6vls- sustainable Ma$a$qelrt of Resourees thro"'gh integrated participations of

communities and other key stakeholders

3. L,lBSl4lYla- Reviving Degmded E.angelmds in ttrrc Norhem Frontier tlnotgh appropriate $LM

tmhno, Iogies involving Yak Hsrding Communities"

pCU would ;ike to request CNI{C to kindly review and submit the reports t$ BTFEC at the earliest.

Thankingyou.

Yours sircarely,

Copy to:'i. 
Director, Ehutan Trust Fund for Environuoental Consenratiou, fsr kind information.

2. Director, DeperErent of Fore*s and Park ssvices for kind in&rmation.

3. CFO(s) bwS anAJDNP forkind infornation.
4. Prajeet Ntanqger, NCAN, DoL for kind infornration
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Department of Forests and Park Services
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The Chief Forcstry Offieer
Project Coordination Units
lVildlife Conservatioa Division, SoFpS

Suti Submission of Proiect Complprion Renort (Graf t No: MEOIS0yIS'I
*

$ir,

The Sumdeling Wildli& Sanctuary is pleased to submit her*with rhe Implemsrrarion Completion
Report against tlre Srant No. MBO-150Y15, Project title "I*regrated Ccmmuniry-based Eco-
Iourism program in Khoma ceog, Lhuentse" funded b-v cEr through BTFEC.

Since the managemenr had not conducted the final auditing, we may be able to submit the Financiat
Audit Report anly after conducting Auditing. The manag&rea: slso *pologize &r late submission
of report.

This is being submitted for your kind necessary information and further submission to BTFEC.
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.
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IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETION REPORT (Grant No. MBO150Y15)

Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary, Trashiyangtse

Objectives:

(i) Statement of the objectives of the projects;

The overall objective of this project was to develop effective conservation through

enhancement of eco-tourism and livelihood development by fulfilling of following sub-

objectives;

1. Develop partnership between BWS and local communities in implementing effective

conservation measures

Promote infrastructure as a source of income generation.

Promote capacrty to enhance implementation effectiveness of eco-tourism program.

Promote community based sanitation progrcm inside State reserved forest.

I. ACIITEVEMENT OF OBJECTTVES -

OBJECTIYE 1: To develop partnership between Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary and local

communities in implementing effective conservation measures.

1.1 Awareness and Training programs

Bhutan has consistently adopted a pro conservation and sustainable development policy since

the country embarked on planned development in 1960. This was backed up by a National

Forest Policy promulgate d in 197 4 after His Majesty'S ascension to the thron e in 197 4 wherein

it was adopted as a national policy to maintain at least 60 percent of the country under forest

cover for all times to come. Such a noble and far sighted visionary policy has delivered the

country with most of its forests still in a pristine state, covering more than 72 percent of the

country. To further supplement the conservation focus, more than 26 percent ofthe country has

been dedicated as protected areas, and 9 percent as biological conidors. The country has been

so convinced by the need to conserve our forests for the present and future generations as a

source of resource base for socioeconomic development, the need to maintain 60 percent of the

country as forest and setting aside adequate space as protected areas has been included in the

constitution.
The link between forest resources and general well-being of the people, particularly the lower

strata of the society has been established in many countries. Bhutan is no different. The rural

people will depend more on forest resources than the urban and the economically better offs.

Since more than 69 percent of the population live in the rural areas, it becomes even more

important to conserve the forests for the present and for future generation.

J.

4.
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According to IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) all national parks, as far

as possible people should be separated from humans. In Bhutan, this is neither feasible nor

possible since people were residing in the national parks before they were declared as national

parks, wildlife sanctuaries or ay forms of protected area and also due to limited arable land.

Recognizing the fact that it would be a traumatic process to remove the residents out of the

national parks by force or by legislative means, a more benign policy and approaches of
working with the local people has to be adopted.

Thus., in order to convince the local people residing within the sanctuary area on the value and

benefit of conservation, the Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary through this projects have done

series of educational and awareness programs with involvement of all relevant stakeholders

and local residents within the sanctuary area. The intension of such program is mainly to instill
the sense of sustainable income generation opportunities from the conservation efforts and to

develop partnership between BWS management and local communities in the field of
conservation and protection activities.

Over the last three years of project period, about 200 community members from Khoma Geog

and more than 15 staffs from RNR, Schools, BHU, Geog Administration and Park staff have

participated on various meeting, training workshops and awareness program. Besides this the

in country and ex-country exposure/study tour were also conducted for the project staffand

ecotourism members of Khoma to get insight on protected area management, ecotourism

management, conservation challenges, scopes & opportgnities from conservation, etc.

Participants attending training workshops and meeting

Glimpse of in-country study tour to protected areas and eco-tourism
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1.2 Agriculture Intensification Programs

a) Installed Electric Fencing at two sites to address Human-Wildlife Conflict(HWC)

Conflicts between wildlife and human are increasing worldwide, especially in an around

protected areas (Nepal and Weber, 1995, Woodroffe et al, 2005), Aside from having to live
with restrictions on traditional resource uses that come with the establishment of parks and

protected areas, farmers often bear heavy losses in terms of property damages by wildlife; crop

loss by direct feeding and destruction; the loss of use of arable land due to fear of crop damage;

livestock depredation by wildlife; and harassment, injury or death of local people ( Saberwal,et

at, 1994; Studsrod and Wegge,l995; Wang and Macdonald,2006). Quite directly, crop

destruction and livestock predation by wildlife threaten the ability of people to secure

sustainable livelihoods (Nepal and Weber, 1995; Studsrod and Wegge, 1995).

About 69Yo of the total Bhutanese population live in rural areas and they eam their livelihood

by engaging in agriculture and livestock related activities. Among various constraints and

challenges in agriculture, the crop depredation by wild animals (such as wild pigs, monkey,

barking deer, sambar deer, wild elephants, Himalayan black bear and porcupine) is single most

important human wildlife conflict (HWC) issue faced by the Bhutanese farmers. Farmers have

to guard their crop on an average of 3-4 months annually and crop guarding is a routine farming

activity in almost all farming communities in Bhutan (Chhetri etal,20l3). Despite practicing

vigorous crop guarding, farmers lose on an average of 30-70% of the crop annually to the wild
animals (Agriculture Statistics 2010). In some cases crop loss can be as high as 100% in certain

crop like maize and potatoes in the event that the farmers failed to or forgot to guard their field

even one night or a day @enjor et al, 2010).

Many studies conducted across the country have shown that crop damage by wild animals was

one of the main causes of fallowing of agricultural land and rural urban migration. This is

because most Bhutanese youth including farmers opted for non-farming activities as they do

not fancy village life that will be spent guarding crops against the wild animals (Kuenselonline,

20r0)

Thus, in order to address the human wildlife conflict, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forests

had been persistently trying its best to mitigate the conflict through discussion and deliberation

in many forums and at various levels including the Parliament. Various mitigation strategies

such as crop compensations and crop insurance scheme were tried and promoted. Other

methods like snaring, culling, trapping of wild boars, using sound and light repellents including

expensive commercial electric fence system have been repeatedly experimented in the farmers'

fields on pilot scale. Few were proven successful in areas where they were tried but methods

like snaring, culling and trapping were found not so compatible to our Gross National

Happiness (GNH) Philosophy as well as to Nature Conservation rules and regulations. At the

same time, besides using traditional crop guarding methods, the farmers also innovated various

new methods to keep away wild animals from their farms. For example use of dummy tiger to

imitate as a predator for monkeys to prevent monkeys from entering into farm is quite common

in villages of eastern Bhutan.
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Qse of innovative tools to scare away wild animals especially monkey

Thus, in order to mitigate the emerging HWC problems and to create the harmonious between

wild animals and human without affecting each other, the management of Bumdeling Wildlife

Sanctuary in collaboration with Dzongkhag Agriculture and Geog Administration, Khoma

had initiated and installed electric fencing in some of the prone settlements like Baptong and

Berpa under Khoma Ceog.

Impacts of Electric Fencing

l. Physical impacts

As per the approved project budget about 8Km length of electric fence was established in two

villages, Baptong and Berpa under Khoma geog. It has benefited about 26 households in

Baptong and 16 households in Berpa village protecting approximately about 30 Acres of
agriculture land from different wild animals. About 12 staffs from Park Ranges, Head quarter,

Geog RNR and Geog Administration, Khoma and more than45 participants from Baptong and

Berpa under Khoma Geog, Longkhar under Bumdeling Geog and Jabgang under Sherimung

Geog were given the hands-on training on installation of electric fencing. The hands-on training

was imparted by a resource person from RDC-Wengkhar. Through this training it had greatly

benefited both the staff and local communities in further up-scaling the EF in their respective

Geogs and villages including affective management of EF.

Socio-economic impacts

With the installation of EF in these two villages, it had

greatly benefited the local communities in addressing

the much emerging issues of HWC by;

Crop damage by wild animals was about 50-60 %

initially and now such damages were reduced to less

than l0o/o after the establishment of EF. In some part

of the villages, the beneficiaries also stated that after

installation of EF there was report of no crops damage

at all and thus they have to no longer practice crops

guarding throughout the cropping season as in the past.

2.
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About 30-40%of the farmers in some area now re-cultivating the land that was left fallow due

to wild animal damages, which resulted in increased of food sufficiency.

Apart from the benefit of protecting their crops from wild animals, the farmers also told us that

their social benefits in the villages is increasing by almost 30-50% as people could now spare

more time in off farming activities.

Since Khoma is particularly famous for their intricate paffern Kishu thara whereby almost all

the categories of women in the villages, young and old weaves as early as six to seven years

old. The art of weaving is one of the main source of income in the family. With the installation

of EF around their homestead/agriculture field, they have now more time in weaving activities

since they no longer need to guard their crops both day and night. They now even have more

time for caring their children, to do kitchen gardening. The school going children got more

time for their academic studies at home as they no longer needed to assist their parents in

guarding crops after school.

With the installation of EF, household families were sleeping well at night without having any

stress and worry about their crops.

The community cohesion for community related activities became very easy after

establishment of EF.

Situation-Before situation-Atter instatlatlon oI lrl

Environment impacts

Within the short span of time it has been observed that there is an increase in forest cover

around the farmland as local people now stop clearing the bushes and shrubs thereby increasing

the habitat for wild animals. This increase can be attributed to the effects of the fence and

associated fence management guidelines and local people are now aware of government policy

and Rules.

With the increase of forest cover it will also contribute to carbon sequestration and control soil

erosion.

The retaliatory killing of wild animals are greatly reduced with the installation of electric

fencing as fabricated elechic fencing system provides the best altematives for the Bhutanese

3.

Situation-After installation of EF
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farmers, where wild animals were not killed but prevented from entering agricultural fields

government policies.

' poaching and hunting cases is also declining as wild animals raiding/damaging of crops get

reduced. It is also observed that the attitude of local people towards conservation is improving.

Estabtished low cost poly house at three sites

Tsango chiwogs consist of three hamlet namely Khomakang, Denchung and Rolmateng.

Khomakang and Dengchung are about six hours walk frorn the road point. It is located at an

altitude ranging from 2400-3000 masl. Roelmateng consist of six households is located over

3000meter above sea level. The people are yak herder and depend solely on yaks products for
their livelihood. Both the communities of Tsango and Roelmateng also collect cordyceps

during summer which are main source of income. They also collect non-wood forest produce

and do potering as they are located in between Singye Dzong and Khoma whereby more than

five thousand pilgrimage visit to Singye Dzong annually.

Due to the extreme location and harsh weather, it's very difficult to grow vegetables all season

and face acute shortage of vegetables even for their own consumption. Since the chiwogs is

located near to Singye dzong pilgrimage site with lots of people trekking to and fro, there is a

great opportunity for these three communities, Khomakang, Dengchung and Roelmateng to

gro* ruii.ties oigreen and fresh vegetables firstly for tfieir own consumption and secondly to

sell the surplus for those pilgrimage going for Singye dzong.

So having seen a great opportunity the BWS in collaboration with Dzongkhag and Geog

Agriculture have supported these three communities in constructing low cost poly house at

each site. A total of three low cost poly house are constructed at Rolmateng, Denchung and

Khomakang to enable the communities to produce green and fresh vegetables available for

themselves as well as to generate additional income through sale of surplus products.

Impacts through construction of Low cost poly house

With the construction such structure it has benefited 8 households in Khomakang, 6 households

in Dengchung and 6 households in Roelmateng.

The communities are now able to grow fresh vegetable both for their consumption and also to

generate additional income through sale of surplus produce.

Since the communities are located in extreme corner of the protected area, the communities

have to transport all vegetable items from Khoma by horse which mostly get rotten and

damaged on the way.

Before construction of such facilities the communities most of the time need to eat dry

vegetable which do not contain any nutritional value, but now with availability of fresh

vegetable at their garden, their nutritional requirement is expected to improve which will
improve their healthy living.

b)
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Henceforth the pilgrim and other visitor visiting to Singye Dzong do not need to worry

about geffing fresh vegetable while on pilgrimage to Singye Dzong as they will get right

from Roelmateng.

Further the pilgrim and other visitors henceforth do not need to carry all vegetables all the

way from Khoma which is troublesome and inconvenience for them. The expenditure in

visiting to Singye Dzong is expected to reduce as they do not need to pay transportation

charges.

Poly house constructed at Roelmateng

1.3 Intensification of livestock and product diversification program

Supplied Diary equipments : Since the communities of
Roelmateng and Tsango under Khoma are purely

dependent on livestock, the management through this
projects have supported these high altitude communities

by supplying of various livestock equipments such as

Milking can, cool box, cream separator and portable milk
bucket for storing the milk hygienically and maintain the

cleanliness during milking.

b) Supply of Yak breeding bull to improve yak genetic:' 
bajed on the feedback and concerns from the yak herder on ever declining of yak's genetic

resources year by year inviting proper intervention from the concern stakeholders' The

management through this project had procured and distributed 6 Nos. of yak breeding bulls for

the communities of Roelmateng

There are six yak herders in Roelmateng and each herder owns about one hundred to two

hundred of yaks. During summer they moves along with their herds to high grazing land

whereby eaih pastoralist have their own designated grazing ground. During winter they

descend to lower valleys of Tsikang Gom to avoid cold weathers in the north.

Thus, in order to reduce the unproductive yak breeds and simultaneously to reduce over grazing

pressure in the alpine areas which are also the homes to many wild animals including snow

ieopard, the management in consultation with the communities of Roelmateng and Geog

livestock Extension Agent, Khoma had procured and distributed 6 Nos. of improved yak

breeds for breeding p,r.pos". to individual yak herder. This is mainly to revive the declining of

a)

Poly house constructed at Khomakang
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yak breeds and to enhance milk production. It is also intended to encourage and retain them

living in high altitude areas for safeguarding and protecting our national sovereignty.

Breeding bull distributed to Yak herder

Capacity building for communities members: Besides the above mentioned support, the

livestock staffs have adequately trained the local communities on how to identifu degraded

rangelands and then to improve degraded rangelands by range reseeding/replenishment through
improved grass species as well as native grass species. About 100 acres of pasture were

developed in the degraded rangeland of Thangchenpo, Lhogola, Roelmateng and lower areas.

This was mainly possible with project inputs of fencing materials, seeds supply and cost of
labor and transportation.
Besides this more than 30participants from Roelmateng, Tsango, Pangkhar, Gangla-Khema
were trained in sustainable rangeland management practices, livestock diseases prevention

methods, fodder conservation, foot and mouth disease control and Community Animal Health

Workers(CoAHWs) strategies.

Khoma Geog Livestock Extension Agent giving

delivering speech on CoAHWS

Female participation is a key for successful

outcome of project activities
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Impacts through livestock intensification programs

With the supply of various livestock diary equipments such as milking buckets, milking cans,

milk churner and cool box, it had benefited to around 20 households under Khoma Geog.

Through distribution of such equipments the local communities are now able to store the dairy

products (Cheese, Mill! butter, meat) hygienically for longer period without any problems.

Such equipments have enable the herder to safely transport the products fetching good price.

The distribution of yak breeding bulls to individual herder had benefited immensely as it had

revive the ever declining yak genetic resource.

So far around 60 numbers of progeny were bom after distribution of yak breeding bull.

It is also expected to reduce the over grazing pressure in the northem alpine areas which are

the critical source of water for many rivers.

unproductive herds

1.4 Alternative energy support programs
Roelmateng is one ofthe smallest and remote community under Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary

with just 6 households. It is located at an altitude of over 3553 meter above sea level. The

community depend mainly on rearing of yaks. Given that the community lies at an extreme

corner of BWS, there is tremendous pressure on forests for various purposes resulting in

deforestation and degradation ofnatural forests. Therefore, in orderto reduce pressure on forest

and natural resources, the project has implemented altemative energy support programs such

as dishibution of CGI Sheet, Solar lighting sets, Improved Bhukharies and electric rice cookers.

CGI Sheet material distributed: Till 2014, the community of Roelmateng uses wooden

shingles for roofing their houses due to far away from road point. These wooden shingles needs

to be replaced every three to five years depending on weather condition and rigidity. This kind

ofpractices is a huge loss from the environmental perspective as more than 30 Nos. of hemlock

trees are cut down every 4-5 years (5 trees/household x 6 households). These trees would grow

into a massive trees if left undisturbed contributing to oxygen fluxes. Moreover, those tree

would sequester tons of carbon in its entire life if left uncut.

Therefore, Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary had embarked on supplying of CGI sheets since its

establishment in 1998. Among the many materials used in modern residential roofing, metal

roofing has become an increasingly popular alternative to traditional asphalt shingles due to its

durability, cost effectiveness, low maintenance and energy effrciency.

Impacts from distribution of CGI Sheet

1) Physical impacts
As part of our continue efforts to reduce the dependency ofthe parks residents on natural

resources, we have been supplied 100 Nos. of CGI sheets to each individual households of
Roelmateng community with 100% subsidy. We have also provided CGI Sheet to Singye

Dzong drubdhey since it is one of the renowned historical sites nationally.

10
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Social-livelihood impacts

The supply of CGI sheets have directly eased some of the financial burdens, and reduced some

of the burdens and drudgeries. According to the available data, the shingles have to be replaced

every four to five years depending on climate condition. Every household needs at least five to

seven large trees for shingles in four to five years. It is notjust the trees having to be cut but

the transportation from the forest to the site is very expensive. By roofing with CGI sheets, so

much time and expenses are saved.

Environment and Wildlife impacts

We have also carried out an analysis of the number of trees saved which otherwise would have

been cut and would be cut for the next forty years. For instance, the replacing of shingles with
CGI Sheet for 6 households would save minimum 30 trees for every five years, if the utility
life span of CGI Sheet is 35 years, more than 210 numbers of trees are saved in 35 years. As
per the available data, rt indicate the proportional decrease in trend of timber consumption has

direct contribution to the conservation of forest trees and biodiversity.

If the trees are left undisturbed/cut, it would grow into a massive trees and thereby will
contribute in producing of more oxygen. Moreover, those tree would sequester tons of carbon

in its entire life if left uncut.

Advantage of roofing with CGI Sheet

Lightweight & portable: About % the weight of a tiil roof and roughly % the weight of
asphalt shingles.

Durability: Metal roofing is highly resistant to hail and wind damage. It is also more resistant

to fire, and can last up to three times the lifespan of an asphalt shingle roof.
Low-maintenance: Most metal roofing products require very little or no maintenance.

Enerry efficiency: Metal roofs are considered among the most energy efficient types of roofs.

They reflect a greater share ofthe sun's rays and, depending on any coating applied to the

metal, homes may see a savings of 20 to 30 percent on air conditioning costs.

Style: More than any other roofing material, metal roofs are available in a wide array of colors,

styles, and textures. Metal roofing can greatly enhance the appeal of a home. Copper roofing,

in particular, is a very attractive option. Over time, copper roof changes color, adding character

and beauty to a home.

3)

Before After

TL
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Solar lighting distribution: Since Roelmateng Communities are still without access to

electricity due to its remoteness, we have provided solar lighting sets to six households with

100% subsidy. We have also provided Solar lighting sets to the newly constructed Community

Guest Houses at Thangkarmo, Roelmateng and Singye Dzong for the welfare of pilgrims

visiting to Singye Dzong and many historical sites in an around Singye Dzong.

Impacts through distribution of Solar home lighting

Solar panels have improved the health and hygiene of the beneficiaries. There is substantial

savings on kerosene which has to be transported from long distances, Khoma to Singye Dzong

and Roelmateng.

Students can study longer hours and parents can extend their working hours.

Since most ofthe women in Roelmateng are also weaver especially with yak fur where weaving

and sale of yak products is the main source of income, solar lighting has improved the income

of the people as solar lighting has increased the weaving hours in the evenings.

Several beneficiaries stated that the benefit from the solar power lighting has literally made the

difference between day and night for them. The use of solar lights has immensely helped to

eliminate profuse smoke produced by burning green woods. It has helped to live a healthier

life and made their living comfortable and convenient.

The dependent of fuel wood and kerosene had greatly reduced due to installation of home solar

lighting.

For the pilgrims and other visitors visiting to Singye Dzong, it had greatly reduced the burden

of collecting firewood for both lighting and cooking, initially upon reaching at each

campsite/guest house they have to collect firewood which are often wet in nature, producing

lots of smoke as one can see eyes becoming red. Due to such facilities at three guest house it
had improved and made comfortable stay.

Distribution of Bukharis: In Bhutan, fuel wood is used for various purposes, both in the

domestic sector as well as in the commercial sector. In the domestic sector, cooking, lighting

and space heating are the most important uses. Various types of cooking stoves are available

in Bhutan. Some are open type while others are closed types. The efficiency of the stoves is

quite low, ranging from 5 percent to 16 percent (FAQ 1991).

The space heating stoves, commonly known as bukharis, are widely prevalent in the colder

region of the country. These bukharis are made locally as well as imported from the nearby

Indian town. It is believed that the bukharis made locally, especially in Bumthang, are more

efficient than the ones made elsewhere or imported from India.

Thus, in order to reduce the heavy consumption of fuel wood in high altitude areas, 8 Nos. of
Bukharis were procured from Bumthang and distributed to Roelmateng communities. The

intension of such distribution is to reduce aggressive felling of Rhodendrons and Juniper trees
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by yak herder as firewood for both cooking and warming of their houses and house lighting

purposes. Since the type of stove they are using previously is open type lots of fuel wood is

consumed, annually each household consumed at least about 1-2 huck load of firewood which

are mostly Rhodendron, Juniper and Hemlock species. Due to harsh weather condition with

mostly covered by snow, it take hundreds of years to become a matured tree which are often

cut within a minute. It is also intended to improve the living condition of park communities

without access to electricity.

Distribution of Electric rice cookers to Institutions: Without fuel wood as an energy source,

life in Bhutan is almost unthinkable. Whether it is in the rural village or the so-called urban

centres, whether for cooking meals, boiling water, heating the rooms or for cremation purposes,

the use of fuel wood is almost inseparable from the Bhutanese way of life. And its use will
continue to predominate for the foreseeable future.

It would therefore be beneficial and timely to intervene in minimizing the usage of fuel wood

through alternative energy use and other approaches.

There are three schools with boarding facilities in Khoma Geog and all uses fuel wood to

prepare meals for the students. For instance the Khoma Lower Secondary School alone

consume abottt22TlL of firewood annually costing about Nu.132, 000.00(One lakh thirty two

thousands). For one truckload at least 3-4 mature oak trees are needed to fell down, therefore

in one year or ten months alone, at least 88 mature size oak trees are felled or cut down annually.

Therefore, to reduce the huge oonsumption of firewood by Schools and Religious Institutions

within Khoma Geog, the management has procured and distributed 15 Nos. of electric rice

cookers (10ltr Sharp rice cooker) to 2 Schools and 3 religious institutions under Khoma Geog.

Distribution of electric rice cookers to institutions (Schools and Religious institutions)
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Project Completion Report, Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary, July 2017

OBJECTM 2: Promote infrastructure as a source of income generation.

Out of several nationally important cultural sites in the Sanctuary, Singye Dzong in North-

East Lhuentse is a dream land for any Buddhist
people. Among the several sacred places visited by

Guru Rinpoche, Singye Dzong in Lhuntse is
arguably the most important visited by thousands of
Bhutanese pilgrimmer and is regarded by many as

one of the holiest pilgrimage site among the five
main sacred sites associated with Guru Rinpoche

who brought Buddhism to Bhutan. According to the

description of the sacred places, a visit to Singye

Dzong shall liberate oneself from being born in
lower realms and fulfill whatever one wishes and

prays for his life.

Singye Dzong is located three days walk from the Khoma geog Centre. There are eight Dzongs

in Singye Dzong each with a crematorium ground. Each Dzong has its own religious

significance spread all over the valley. Annually, thousands of Bhutanese pilgrims as far as

from western Dzongkhag and from others neighboring countries also visit Singye Dzong.

Because of it's historically importance, the place was visited by the Third and Fourth Druk
Gyelpos.

Improvement of internal footpath and mule track from Tsikang to Singye Dzong:

People of Roelmateng, Denchung and Khomakang depend mostly on cattle for their cash

income and spend most of their time in high altitude areas. They also earn their livelihood by

potter and therefore each individual household owns around l0 to 20 numbers horses mostly

Mule breed. Thus, the trail from Khoma to Singye Dzong serye as their important livelihood
for them.

However, due to its extreme weather condition and insistence rainfall during summer season,

the trail from Khoma to Singye Dzong often gets'blocked by falling boulders/debris and

frequently gets washed away by the continuous pouring monsoon rain. The trail also get

narower during monsoon season due to growing of thick bushes, shrubs and fallen logs.

In order to address those problems for the commuter, His eminence Dzongsar Jamyang Khentse

Rinpoche after visiting to Singye Dzong had supported generously in maintaining about 20Km

length mule track from Tsikang to Singye Dzong. Since the major parts of the trail has been

co-funded by His eminence Dzongsar Jamyang Khentse Rinpoche, we have carry out the

internal footpath development within Singye Dzong Neys, between Gawa Dzong to Namkha

#

Condition of Mule track after project from
Tsikang to Singye Dzong

lmprovement of internal footpath within
NeYs

Singye Dzong (The Lion fortress)
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Dzong, between Gawa Dzong to Terda Latso and between Gawa Dzong_ Singye Dzong -Rinchen Dzong and also within Roelmateng cultural sites. with the improvement of internalfootpath between various Neys it had greatly benefited to all commuter particularly pilgrimsvisiting to singye Dzong and Roelmateig cultural sites. with the improvement of accessibirityphysical challenges and risk of trekking reduced the numbers of pilgrims visiting to singyeDzong is accelerating year by year.

Improved infrastructure along the route to Singye Dzong
Khoma to Singye Dz3ngis a three days trek along the woody forest that goes parallel upstreamKhoma chhu and pilgrims have to halt two to three consecutive nights in between Khomavillage and their final destination Singye Dzong. There are no settrement after crossing TsikangArmy outpost' However, there is one guest house each at Tsikang and rhangkarmo with fourrooms without any care taker.

Thus' there are lots.of problem for the pilgrims and other visitors visiting to singye Dzongparticularly during the peak pilgrimage r"uro, (7n tomid-9d month of BhutanesJcalendar).As per the visitor reco_rd maintained by Khoma Geog Administration, there are almost 5000to10' 000 pilgrims and visitor visiting to Singye Dzingannually. The number is increasingyear by year as more people get u*urc oi mvrti.l Singye Dzong and its historicalsignificances' During the peak pillrim season, it has been observed that the un-availability ofIodging and accommodation acifiies are one of the biggest problems faced by pilgrims. Thetrek also lacks suitable camping ground along the *uy uro most of the pilgrim have to pitchestheir tents in swampy area. As per our field observation more than thousands of pole size treesare cut down annually by the commuter for camping purpose and preparation of chadri duringhigh official visit' In addition getting dry firewood for cooking and heating is another constraintfor the pilgrimmer,/visitors ttpr"Ltty during monsoon r.uron. with the absence of propercaretaker, the lonely house is also damage by visitors as it was leased bothered and held noresponsible to take care of it.

Therefore, in order to mitigate such problems for the
benefit of pilgrims and visitorc und- also to ,rau..
excessive felling of trees for camping pu{poses by the
visitors and commuters, the management through this
project have constructed three numbers of Guest house
each at Singye Dzong, Roelmateng and Thangkarmo
along with kitchen and toilet Acifties. With such
facilities in it had solved the accommodationre

Thangkarmo Guest house Roelmateng Guest House

16
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shortage for the pilgrims/visitors. The destruction to the forest have also been drastically

reduced. Besides greatly benefiting the commuters it had also to benefit the communities of
Singye Dzong, Roelmateng and Tango community as they could generate additional income

from management of guest houses and ease in selling of both agriculture and livestock

products.

Constructed Kishu thara weaving cum show room at Khoma: The diversity of eco-tourism

attraction in Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary is un-rivaled with each locality (3 Geogs) offering

various unique opportunities. Besides the renowned

historical Singye Dzong and many sacred sites, the

people of Khoma are well famous for their intricate

design of textile "Kishuthara" whereby thousands of
tourist and venders frequently visit Khoma village in
Lhuentse. In terms of expertise, there is no age bar for
women of Khoma as everyone as early as their

childhood practices weaving. The main source of
income in the family is from sale of their beautiful

woven kiras and gho. The most pattern kiras would fetch

price ranging from fifty thousand to one hundred

respective veranda and some weave in small makeshift which are usually constructed adjacent

to their house. Due to lack of comfortable working shed{or the women, most of the visitor and

tourist suggest and recommend for better weaving shed.

Therefore, based on their recommendation and petition submitted by weavers of Khoma the

management of BWS through this project had constructed two storied building to serve as a

weaving and sale point. Such facilities will not only provide equal platform for every weavers

but will support in preservation and promotion of our local artifacts, one of the pillars of Gross

National Happiness. Through such facilities, the weavers can sell their products directly to

customer without involving middlemen where in the past maximum profit are taken by

broker/middlemen.

With the construction of showroom cum weaving room it will bring customer and weaver more

closer which will benefit both the buyer and seller in fulfilling's of one aspiration & choices.

It will further enhance in marketing of such products by increasing number of tourist to their

door steeps. The intervention will further strengthen products development to suit the taste of
visitors of a day.

Previous weaving shed Kishu thara weaving cum shoe room constructed at Khoma

L7
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Developed Homestay at Khoma & Tsango

Khoma is a small cluster village unjgr Lhuentse Dzongkhag. It is located about 13Km fromLhuentse town and 5 Km tom ttre Lhuentse-Mor* rr-itlrray (Khoma zam). The village islocated on the bank of Khoma chhu at an altitud. or trio, above sea level. Though it is a' small village located in remote eastern part of Bhutan but due to its fame for intricate designKishu Thar4 it is yet well known at national and even at international level. The village is wellknown for weaving Kishu Thar4 a very inhicate pattern andprizedclothing for woman.

Thus' it become one of the tourist attraction site in the country. Besides this, as Khoma andTsango lies on the way to renowned historical Singy. pr"ns. more than rhorrsands of nilqr.imacross the country visit annually to Singye oii"g t Newly built weaving cu- sho*roo*defilement' Therefore establishing of horiestay at These two villages has been seen veryfeasible and potential as lots of to;rist and pilgrim frequently visit the place either to see theafr of weaving or going for a pilgrimage.
In order to experience the rural life, most of the tourist these days prefer to stay in home stayand farm house despite the Iack of comfort and amenities. Since Khoma ,illug. is easilyaccessible with black top road and bestow with rich culturar diversity more than five hundredtourist visit annually to Khoma and some even spent night halt at Khoma village. Therefore,owing to its huge potential for promotion of ecotour[m, the management or Bumdelingwildlife sanctuary had supported and developed ,ir.-iour.hold from Khoma and fivehouseholds from Tsango as village home stay. In order to provide standard facilities we haveprovided an amourt ofNu'38, 800.00(Thiffy right thouruideight hundred) to individual homestay members to develop the following basic faiitities;. Proper drinking water;. Adequate & hygienic kitchen;. Improvement of proper toilet;o d good pathway; and. Proper sleeping arrangements

Interior setting/view of Homestay developed at Khoma Exterior view

18
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River protection work between Lhamzhung and Khoma chhu:

Tsango is one ofthe smallest Chiwogs among the five Chiwogs under Khoma Geog, Lhuentse

Dzongkhag. It has the population of approximately less than 100 and is one day walk from

Khoma Geog Centre. Tsango Chiwog comprise of two villages Khomakang and Dengchung

which are located one hour apart from each other. At the moment the village is not accessible

with farm road. The community of Tsango practices subsistence farming and their main source

of income is from pottering whereby they carry goods and groceries items for the pilgrims and

visitors visiting to Singye Dzong.

Since the communities of two villages, particularly

Khomakang owns very marginal land for cultivation
purposes and also being located between two rivers, the

previous Agriculture Minister Lyonpo Dr. Pema Jamtsho

during his visit to Singye Dzong had instructed our BWS
management to carry out the river protection work to avoid

losing their land from flash floods. With the presence of
moist climate throughout the year and insistence rainfall in

the upper catchment areas of Khoma chhu river basin, the

very minimal agricultural land owned by the community
ofKhomakang had been damaged greatly in20l4 whereby

almost 50 decimals of agriculture land had been washed

away by these rivers.

Therefore, in order to support the ministry's objective of food self-sufficiency and also to

reduce community dependence on natural resources, the management through this project have

reclaimed these community (Khomakang) by carrying out river embankment work to protect

the limited agriculture land from further eroding by the flash floods and landslide. With the

construction of such river protection wall along the Lhamzhung Chhu, it had benefited to eight

households of Khomakang village in protecting their land from further eroding.

Note:

The river embankment along the Lhamzhung Chhu had greatly benefited the communrty of
Khomakang village, however, as the country experienced the unexpected abnormal disaster'\* 
during 2016 across the country, the river protection wall constructed at Khomakang had been

completely washed away by the monsoon flood that occurred on 16ft August 2016. The flash

flood that occurred on 16/0812016 had further destroyed the agriculture land belonging to

Khomakang community. The flood had also completely washed away the waste disposal

structure at Khoma village.

River protection work at Khomakang
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Fencing around Guru Drupchu at Julee

Among the many sacred place in an around Singye Dzong, Guru Drupchu found at Julee on
the way to Singye Dzong is one of the most astonishing holy water and believed to be
discovered by Guru Rinpoche in 8tr Century while meditating in Singye Dzong. One will find
this holy water as clean/pure as water that are purified using in water filter. The volume of the
water remain same throughout the year as it does not become big in summer nor small in winter.

Since it is located just on the way to Singye Dzong, most of the pilgrims and visitors throw
their waste such as plastic, wrapper, clothes and even slipper around the Drupchu area making
it unhygenlly and messy, which looks unattractive in the eyes of visitors.

Thus, in order to reduce the pollution and destruction towards maintaining the sanctity of the
holy water, we have constructed a wooden fencing around the holy water to avoid human and
animal entering side the water source. The signboards cautioning the commuters on do,s and
don'ts is also installed near to Guru Drupchu. With the construction of fencing around the water
source, installation of signboards and realigning of footpath, the deshuction and pollution to
the holy water had been greatly controlled and now commuters are now much aware of it.
Through this activity, we wish to conserye and protect the sanity such historical sites for
eternity.

Guru Drupchu at Julee (On the way to Singye Dzong)

Development of Signage and Signboards: - Dissemination of information through
development of signage and precautionary boards is one of the effective tools commonly used
to create awareness on wildlife conservation and sensitize general public on restricted activities
while within the protected areas.

Therefore,, through this project we have developed several signboards on waste management
signage, precautionary and direction signboard and installed at entry point, along the hail and

exist point. This type of activity is mainly towards to creating awareness on waste management,
such as scattering of waste while going for pilgrimage, picnic, trekking and during celebration

'itiji:t,t:tt:\:l
'ffi6!
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of events. With the installation of various signboards both at entry and along the trail we have

observed that the public are now much aware on importance of waste management and

activities to be refrain while inside the protected areas.

Signboards installed along Khoma to Singye Dzong route and within entry

Other infrastructure developed along and within Cultural sites

Construction of toilet: In order to reduce human defocating both along the trail to Singye

Dzong and while staying within the sacred sites (SingyeDzong, Roelmateng and Phumochen),

the management through this project have constructed 4 Nos. of toilet each at Thangkarmo

Guest house, Roelmateng Guest house, Singye Dzong Guest House and Phumochen cultural

sites. Previously with the lack of toilet facilities the pilgrims and visitors usually defecate in

open bushes and nearby sacred sites which not only pollute the pristine environment, pollute

the rivers and streams but also affects the sanity of important cultural sites as every rocks, water

and plants are believed to have religious significance.

Construction of waste disposal pits: Since Singye Dzong being one of the dream land for

many Bhutanese people as they have shong faith in religion, belief and dedication, annually

more than five thousands of pilgrims and visitors visit to Singye Dzong. The management in

the past year have constructed and placed several waste bins and waste disposal pits, but due

to its remoteness the waste pits are quickly filled with waste as emptying of waste pits is not at

all possible except burry with soil when gets filled with waste.

Therefore, in order to reduce waste scattering all along the way and within resting and halting

places, we have constructed more than 20 Nos of waste disposal pits and also placed several

waste bins for effective management of waste. This had really helped a lot in reducing of
wondering waste both along the trail and within resting and night halting places.

,,
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3. Developed Resting place and canopy arong the route to singye Dzong

As one trek from Khoma to Singye Dzong, one of the renowned historical sites in eastern
Bhutan, one will find lots of astonishing nature offering various attraction for all type of nature
lovers and enthusiast culturists. As the trek passes follows both the woody and open areas and
also somewhat moderate type, the commuters often have to take rest under scorching sun
during dry season and rainfall during summer season with lack of trail side amenities.

Therefore, despite the activity not included in our project activity, we have developed and
constructed 8 Nos of comfortable resting places along the route to Singye Dzong with
adjustment of budget from other activity. Through construction of such facilities along the
route, the communities no longer have to construct temporary sheds/chadri especially during
high officialA/VlP visit. Such facilities along the hail will encourage and provide avenue for
the visitors/pilgrims to relax, rest and enjoy the beauty ofnature further deepening their interest
in nature conservation. They can also eat their pack lunch and refreshment in such enclosure
without any tension from rain, snow and from scorching sunshine.

Canopy constructed at Chuteyhang and Duksum, on the way to Singye Dzong
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Project Completion Report, Burndeling Wildlife Sanctuary, July 2017

Objective 3: Promote capacity to enhance implementation effectiveness of eco-tourism
program.

One ofthe greatest challenges in conservation is the need to secure financial resources and
capacity building that can effeetively manage the protected areas. Still more challenging is
defining avenue for revenue generation specific to a particular area. The protected area of
Bhutan in general has huge potential for ecotourism and in particular Bumdeling Wildlife
Sanctuary located in eastern part of Bhutan has all that's can offer for the tourist; rich
biodiversity, beautiful scenery, rich deposit of historical sites and untouched vegetation.
Therefore, in order to explore mechanism that can promote both social livelihood of rural
communities and effective management of limited resources and biodiversity conservation, the
management had initiated an Integrated Community-based Ecotourism in Khoma Geog with
generous funding support from Global Environment Facility through Bhutan Trust Fund for
Environment Conservation.

l. The total of more than 1000 (45o/o female) local communities of Khoma Geog is built in fields
such as project awareness and sensitization workshop, proper waste management, sustainable
utilization of natural resources with use of altemative energy saving devices, feed and fodder
development training, livestock disease prevention and control method, development and better
management of rangelands, ways to diversify dairy products, management of village home
stay, effective management of community guest house constructed along the route to Singye

Participants attending the vari

A total of 15 times in country meetings and workshops
were conducted on various fields to build project
implementing staff, local communities and relevant
stakeholder. Conducting of such various awareness
program, meeting and workshop have changed the
people's attitude and perception on importance of
conservation, their roles and responsibilities in
conserving of our limited natural resources and

biodiversity. 2 Nos. of Electric Fencing Group were
formed in Baptong and Berpa under Khoma Geog to
address the merging human wildlife conflicts issues.

Baptong Electric Fencing user Group
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The Community-based Ecotourism Group were formed in Khoma consisting of three hamlets;

Khoma, Tsango and Roelmateng to effectively managed and streamline the pilgrimage to

Singye Dzong.
The 5 days in house training on Bhutanese Culinary was also conducted to equip and build the

capacity of homestay members in housekeeping, cooking techniques, Discipline/ Driglam

Namzha and how to deals with tourist/Guest. The 5 days training was conducted at Khoma

with effect from 22nd to 26th May 2017 with hiring of resource person. Despite the short

duration, it had greatly enhance the skills and knowledge of homestay members in preparing

in various typical Bhutanese cuisine which will further improve their livelihood as the numbers

of tourist/Guest visiting and halting at Khoma is increasing annually. 21 Participants had

attended the hands on training program.

Hands on training (Practical Session) Participants with
orosram)

In-country exchange tour program for staff and community members

3. A total of 30 field staffs under Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary including 2 community

members (Bumdeling and Yanglze BNC Chairman) went for in-country exchange tour

program to protected areas and ecotourism sites

within the country. The tour was conducted on

two phases, 201,6 and 2017 respectively.

Through such exposure it had greatly benefited

both to the participants and the BWS

management in further strengthening

conservation activities. Through the visit the

participants were provided opportunity to

experience and learn the protected atea

management strategies and interact with the

officials and local communities in and around

the protected areas.

the Chief Guests (Closing

Manas Park Ranger briefing the participants
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4 ' The in-country exchange tour program was also conducted from 08106/2015 to 14/06/2015 for
duration of seven days with the total participants of 18, 12 female and 6 male. The participants
were mainly the homestay members from Khoma village and also other stakeholders Geog
representative and Singye Dzong Drubdhey. The main aim such visit is mainly to educate anJ
sensitize the homestay members on importance of conservation, activities and challenges
confronted in other protected areas/division and importantly how the village homestay are
operated, managed and designed.

Visited Choekhortoey Homestay, Bumthang Participants visited Home stay at Gangtey, phobjikha

Ex-country exchangetour program -
A group of 10 officials from the Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary visited various protected areas,
conservation organization and Ecotourism sites in Thailand for a period of 7 days in first visit
and 9 days in the'second visit, from June l8 to 23, 2015 and from June 16 to 22,2016. Through
the visit the participants were provided opportunity to experience and learn the protected area
management strategies and interact with the officials and local communities in and around the
protected areas. The trip also enhanced the knowledge ofthe participants in managing protected
areas, sustainable use of natural resources through community participations and how to
establish sustainable ecotourism venture.

It also immensely assisted in providing insight into
ecotourism products and services implemented in
Thailand besides providing exposures on the roles
of local communities and the benefits they derived
from engaging with ecotourism. The visit also

enhanced the existing knowledge of the staffs in
gaining insights into different protected areas

management regimes and experiences.

A study tour has helped staffs appreciate the field
of profession more by seeing things through a new
perspective. It helped better realize the interaotion
between their chosen fields of works to the rest of
the world by opening themselves to many
possibilities of opportunities otherwise constrained

by own geographical location or culture. Doi-Angkhang Royal Agricultural
Project, Chiangmai
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33ru- *-

In addition, the study tour exposed the staffs to other cultures and opportunity to find new

interests and enhance existing ones which has definitely built friendship and enhanced social

skills.

Visit to Bai Orchid Farm, Chiangmai Visit to Khao Yai National Park, Thailand

Major factors affecting implementation of the grant/project

Since while drafting the project proposal the preparation of cost estimation(financial proposal)

for various capital works are solely prepared based on5elf'assumption, current market price

without considering inflation rate. No technical expertise/engineer were involved. Therefore,

lack of adequate fund in some activities were encountered. Hence, there is always need to have

some percentage of contingency fund. Cost estimates preparation should take into account few

years ahead and not only base it on existing costs.

Non -available of Engineer is also one of the main challenges in implementation of grant

activities whereby we have to fully depend on Geog & Dzongkhag Engineer for drawing,

designing, preparation of estimate and monitoring works. Since they do have their own

responsibilities and planned activities, they pay little attention or give less priority to our

activities which ultimately leads in delaying of construction works.

Project seems to be fairly drafted or plan or prepared in isolation without much consultation

with local communities and relevant stakeholder. Therefore, the local communities and

relevant stakeholders are least aware at the beginning of the project and also there are some

duplication in project activities. It is essential to have a proposal drafted together with involving

of all stakeholders who will later implement the project and share the responsibilities.

Following the government financial norms usually led to delay in release of funds at the project

management and thus, further delaying disbursements to field offices. Besides this the

govemment policy & restriction on import of vehicles during the beginning of the project had

also leads to delay in procurement of office utility pool vehicle.

Poor community awareness on environment conservation during initial phase of project

implementation also affected little bit in fulfilling the intended project activities.

29
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,o due to natural calamities like inaccessibility because of heavy rainfall during monsoon
"cason and harsh weather with snow fall from mid-November to late April is also one of the
factors leading to delay in conshuction works.

" Performance of BTFEC

Guidance: Cite any positive or negative polieies, processes or procedures of the BTFEC that
affected proj ect implementation

* BTFEC in overall context had been seen as one of the key player/agencies in conserving and
protecting our country's rich diversity, thus, through their generous support both financially
and technically, we are able to successfully implement this project as expected.

* Release of funds bi-annually and inability to exhaust it by next reporting led to lesser funds
release for next halfyear. Thus, the possibility of releasing fund annually (financial year wise)
would be a good aption. While due to some unspent budget other activities could get affected.

* The following of additional formalities of filling separate results framework, has led to
confusion and delay in preparing progress reports from field offices.

* Following the lengthy financial procedures usually led to delay in release of funds at the project
management and thus, further delaying disbursements to field qffices. Besides this other
government policy & restriction such as during local golernment election period also led to
delay in implementation of project activities.

Assessment of outcome:

Guidance: Discuss the following compared to the original grant proposal

a) Grant timetable: Almost all the activities are implemented as per grant timetable. Thus, no
further extension were not sought.

b) Grant disbursement: Disbursement of fund was almost in align with semi-annual work plan

except the fund release for Jan-June 2016, which was not release as planned. This is due to late

release of fund for the previous semi-annual (Jul-Deo 2015) and as a result we could not utilize
major portion of budget during that period.

c) Studies included in the project (name, purpose, status, impact): One of the study that we

have carried out under this project was to determine which pest (wild animals) mostly destroy

and damage the farmer crops. In order to find out which wild animals destroy and raid their
crops mosf we have conducted both questionnaire survey and installation of camera traps

around the periphery of agriculture field (Baptong and Berpa).

30
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Results from Camera trap survey

The images captured in the camera traps were compared with the results obtained through

questionnaire survey ofthe farmers. The results shared good level of correlations.

Barking deer were reported to be the most frequent raiders followed by Wild boar, Monkey,

(for detail refer the table below belowl)

Frequency of wild *nimals that visited the fatme:s fteld (%)

70.00

6o,oa

50,0(}

40,$o

30.oo

Barking \Sild Boat Monkey Bird Porcupi*e Serow

Deer Different

In order to determine the age old practices of guarding the crops from wild animals by

communities, we also did questionnaire survey by interviewing with local communities,

through this survey, several mitigation measures used by them to protect their crops from

wildlife menace. The most common mitigation measures were through use of scarQe devices

and banging tins (47.6Yo), use of fences (21.4%). night watching works such as walking around

the fields (7 .1%) and shoutin g (9.5%) were other alternative measures adopted to frighten away

the animals. However, 9.5o/o of the participants felt that there was a need to resort to use of
spears to exterminate the problem animals.

af rlrild
Rodent Sambar

that raid crops
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t:

butterfly and historical sites under Bumdeling Wildlife Sanctuary for education and learning
purpose,etc.

(d) Status of Grant Agreement - Grant agreement was signed on27h August Z0l4 and

. project implementation proceeded as per agreement.

(e) Achievement of key goals and results based on the indicators of the results and
activities matrices of the grant proposal and any subsequent modifications agreed with the
BTFEC - This project has some indicators which are over achieved from the target while there
are some which are under achieved. Under achieved- The BWS in its project proposal intend
to reduce firewood consumption in high altitude areas through introducing of bio-briquetting
machine, but while practically demonstrating to the local communities on its applicability, it
was not encouraging due to lengthy procedure. The construction of river protection wall at
Khomakang to protect the agriculture land was not successful as the flash flood that occurred
on 16108/2016 night had completely washed away the constructed wall.

One of the proposed activities that we could not implement is under this project is introducing

, of fingerlings in river of Khomachhu, this is mainly because of religious sentiment/belief and\-'/ the communities are less interested in introducing of fingerlings in Khoma chhu.

Over achieved - under over achievement the management had fulfilled almost all the project
objectives and targets such as; Area bought under enhance biodiversity protection, Rangeland
improvement, Direct project beneficiaries, maintainigg of gender based participation in
conservation. In addition to the activities outline in project proposal, the management had also
constructed 9 nos resting places/Canopy along the route to Singye Dzong which had benefited
to all commuters.

(f) Sustainability - To ensure the sustainability ofmany project interventions, there is a need to
effective monitoring and working strategies followed by every field oflices with necessary
guidance from the head qparter. The local communities need to be remind frequently on the
objective of project intervention and in further streamlining the conservation activities.

(v) Lessons Learned:

Timely releasing of budget and frequent monitoring are mandatory for assuring quality and
timely construction.

Proper planning of activities and interventions with involved stakeholders are very
important.

It is essential to develop a good project proposal and a good proposal can only be written
with through research and analysis

Sustainability of some of the project interventions is doubtful. They are encouraged when
equipments, material and transportation and training costs are all borne by govemment. But
will they remain with the same attitude and spend similarly if government interventions are
not there.

\-
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F While preparing the fmancial proposal, therr is a need to always consider inflation of cosrs;
Therefore, always there is a need to have some percentage of contingency fund. Cost
estimdes preparation should take into account few years ahead and not only base it on
existing costs.

will be ease in implernentingof such future project.

\

"and tho managcmcffi of BWS in carrying out effectivti"iosrsorvation, strenghening of
human resource development and have gain€d considerable experience on handling of such
future pnrjects.

i'r

{
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